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LHS Vocal Midterm

Name:______________
Class: ______________________

Student: _____________________
Grade: _________

Rubric: A Cappella Project
A Cappella Project 

 proficient
5 pts

Accomplished
10 pts

Excellent
15 pts

Tone Quality proficient

Often, There are tonal
colors that are not

Consistant with good choral
tone. 

Accomplished

Tone is open and full with
few moments of pinching

or bright tones 

Excellent

Tone is rich and full and
resonant most if not all the

time 

Intonation proficient

Pitches are accurate some
of the time with many

moments that are not part
of the tonal center 

Accomplished

Pitches are accurate most
of the the time with
moments of tonal

confusion. 

Excellent

Pitches are accurate all the
time with few minor errors

throughout the song 

Balance Blend proficient

Harmony and Melody parts
are equalized and not

balanced properly for best
effect 

Accomplished

Harmony and melody parts
are balanced correctly at

time to allow for the
melody to come through. 

Excellent

Balance and blend are set
up to best bring out the

melody while still creating
interest with supporting

parts. 

Rhythm and Groove proficient

Rhythms occasionally align
with the group but are not
driving rhythm. Beat is not
steady to center the group 

Accomplished

Rhythms are aligned and
beat is steady for the most

part. 

Excellent

Rhythms are aligned,beat
is steady and the VP is well

designed and executed. 

Group Dynamic proficient

Group worked together
with many issues that

slowed down the creation
process 

Accomplished

Group worked together
well with some issues that
slowed down the creation

process 

Excellent

Group worked together
extremely well and
collaborated on the
creation process. 

Creativity proficient

Group created a product
that was unimaginative ,
Uninteresting, too difficult
or not a good fit for the

singers 

Accomplished

Group created a product
that was one of the

following: unimaginative ,
Uninteresting, too difficult
or not a good fit for the

singers 

Excellent

Group created a product
that was interesting,

Creative and a good fit for
the singers. 

Visual effect proficient Accomplished Excellent
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The visual performance was
not thought through or

executed properly 

The visual performance
was thought through but
not executed properly 

The visual performance
was executed well 

General Effect proficient

Group did a nice job but
many areas remain for

improvment 

Accomplished

Group did a nice job but
shy of outstanding 

Excellent

Group did an excellent job
on most aspects 
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